Inclination

1. Hold lens fixation firmly with mounting pliers
2. Open temple
3. Enclose temple edge firmly and adjust inclination on titanium side part into requested direction
Adjust Temple Opening

Reduce

Enlarge

[Images showing how to adjust temple opening by pressing]
Temple Disassembly

- Close temple
- Press it through
- Lift it out of hinge
Greasing Hinge with Teflon

After cleaning grease inside loop of hinge with Teflon High-Precision-Lubricant P 0030. Afterwards mount temple.
Temple Assembly

- Position titanium side part at temple
- press it against safe edge of table
- and press it in.
Temple Adjustment

- Curve temple in large moves.
- Metal needle inside temple enables „cold“ adjustment of temple end.
- If necessary slight heatening to max. 70°C possible.
- Never bend!